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About This Content

Little remains of those settlements where the Black Death has passed through. Hasty burials make a mockery of the sacraments
and set a feast for the crows. Once prosperous provinces have been laid waste, and the lord of the land hides away – secluded in
his hilltop fortress, hoping the plague will pass him by. Wiser princes took precautions, and didn’t waste the revenues from more

prosperous years.
But, in time, all must pay The Reaper’s Due.

The Reaper’s Due adds a host of new mechanics centered on the Black Death and other world shaping epidemics. Lock your
gates to keep the plague from infecting your court, even if it means cutting yourself off from your suffering citizens. Peace and

good management will see your provinces reward you with greater wealth and manpower, but constant war and disease may
depopulate your countryside.

The Reaper’s Due introduces many new systems and features to what is already the richest medieval tapestry in
gaming:

The Black Death:

New additions to epidemic system include this super destructive disease and a new map mode that track the expansion of deadly
illnesses.

Court Physicians:
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This new position for learned courtiers opens up a series of events tied to the diagnosis and treatment of diseases with medieval
tech.

Hospitals:

Slow down the spread of epidemics by investing in these outposts that care for the sick and infirm.

Prosperity and Depopulation:

Watch your provinces thrive under your careful attention and degrade under the pressures of diseases run amok.

Seclusion:

Take a page from the Masque of the Red Death and hide yourself away with your court as plagues ravage the countryside.

And even more:

New physical traits, new events chains and a host of smaller changes.
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An original tower defense game, fun to play. Easy to get 100% of achievements. I would add levels and an option to sell dices,
but I liked it anyway.. Story was to short, the acting wasnt good either. would have preferred more of what they did in the other
myst games.. I'm confused. I got a play button on my screen that brought me into the game. Is this an in game thing or is this a
cd? I tried to access it in my music player but nothing is playing. I can't find it on my computer. Anyone got any ideas?. There
are a lot of issues with the programming and inconsistencies within the game.
On the the first level that you deal with the one light orb that destroys your shadow counterpart there isn't enough explaining on
what exactly you're even supposed to be doing and that was really frusterating.
The level with the map and the boat was incredibly inconsistent, I was playing and performing the actions correctly and the
game would still send me back to the beginning.
The story within the game is very interesting but the issues within the game are really, really annoying.. Not as fun as the
original. buggy.. it\u2019s really worth it go on buy it\u2019s cheap and it will save your time
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I got a coupon for this game so I decided to try it out.

Nobody plays the game...

... and it has no AI or bots.. Not much of a content in this game.
Clumsy repeative gameplay.
Cheap unity game.. This product is EXCELLENT!!! I tested several different features... everything works great. I was surprised
by the 2 negative reviews, so I had to check it out. Just like the emedia Bass and emedia Guitar.... this is a great educational
program. I definitely wasn't disapponted. But just like everything else... you have to practice, practice, practice. The cost of this
software is the cost of one 30 minute guitar lesson... so it's definitely worth the money. Rock On!!!. I LOVED every second of
this journey.....Its like you created it just for me. Loved the music, Loved the sacred geometry shapes, colors and all around
vibe....I will be using it as a meditation tool. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE create more .....Blessings to your team, you guys rock
:). I think you should be more windy. Darkness Assault is a topdown "horror" game.
The thing is though that the horror is not in the game itself, it is more the things surrounding it.

First of all the game's highest resolution is 720p, which is not really acceptable in this day and age.
Secondly the textures simply look as if there was absolutely no effort put into polishing them at least a little bit.
Thirdly the animations look hideous or don't exist at all.

So graphicswise it doesn't look good at all, and soundeffectswise it won't get better:
The voiceacting ingame is dull and repetitive. Though after 3 levels I still don't know where exactly the flashlight comes in now.
The guns sound like they were filled with blanks and there is no sound on impact.

Only performancewise the game is nicely done, with getting 60+ fps consitently.

The aforementioned facts are the most horrifiing things in this game, I am not joking. The zombies and other enemies as well as
the ambient sounds are even less frightening than the Military Quater in Naxxramas in WoW... and that wasn't even that
frightening to begin with.

Conclusions: I cannot, by any means, recommend this game. In the first three levels I felt absolutely no fear, which is the point
in horror game in my opinion. Apart from that it looks and plays like a budget game, but money is not the problem here. It is the
fact that this game takes time to play and I wouldn't dedicate any more time to that game than I did for this review.

First impressions video is here: http://youtu.be/v9N9WIQ2nus. It's a short game. I wish that it was longer. It was hard if you
play alone. Other than that it's fun to play with your friends!. Simple, but seems to be a bit under-utilised. If this were
implemented more into the game, I think this would have been fantastic. However, the DLC was a dollar, so no complaints
here.. Tried to like it but didn't manage it... Respect for the guy behind it but it demands too much reading (in-game but also
from the novel) and it's too slow paced (too many things to examine without a specific direction given or maybe I just didn't
find it because I have no idea about the in-world history). Also the graphics didn't manage to capture me like others said.
They're nicely drawn for a single picture maybe, but not as a moving background. There's also no angle, no camera position...
Don't know, I tried hard but didn't manage to like it. I have finished around 40 point-and-click games so far (and I didn't like all
of them) and this is just the 3rd that I quit without finishing it (the others being Dracula Origin and The Moment of Silence in
case it matters). A solid military FPS that never got the credit it deserved. The story is set in a disturbingly possible near-future
Europe, where the East and West are waging a world war over the last drops of oil, as riots erupt back home. Guns have realistic
recoil and are fun to shoot. Missions often contain multiple objectives with multiple routes to approach them. Vehicles are easy
to control. The friendly NPCs and their constant chatter is very reminiscent of HALO. There are any number of deployable
"drones" and stationary turrets. As others have mentioned, this was Battlefield 3 before Battlefield 3.

There is a surprising amount of finesse on display in the single player campaign considering it's just a primer for the long dead
MP. Frontlines was developed by the dearly-departed KAOS, who also gave us the criminally underrated HOMEFRONT, and
like that game manages to be action-packed without the overwhelming amount of "HOORAH!" seen in similar military run-and-
guns.
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It doesn't run as well as it should and I could have done without the friendly tanks spawning in my peripheral vision, but other
than that this is a decent way to blow a couple hours if you are an FPS fetishist like me.
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